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All I could do was stare. “I can’t believe it,” I murmured, through a mouth that no

longer looked like mine. My lips, I noted, had taken on an unfamiliar shade of red.

Though perhaps not that unfamiliar, now that I took the time to notice, since her

lips looked exactly the same. That, of course, was the point of this exercise.

“I told you we had the same general facial features,” my mother said. “Yours just

happened to be parked on a male body, with all the attendant flaws. With some

shaving and plucking, the right makeup to open up your eyes, add a few subtle age

lines, and voilà—you’re the spitting image of a certain thirty-something beauty

who shall remain nameless. The wig helps too, of course.”

I nodded, feeling a shuffling of soft curls upon the back my neck. “I still can’t

believe you managed to find a wig that looks exactly like your hair.” Of course, it

was her voice emerging from my mouth, as I automatically shifted into the raised

pitch and feminine diction I’d been practicing for months—my ‘mother tongue’ as

it were. It had become easier to act more like my mother than not.

A wry smile crept across her face. “So you never guessed. I took pains to hide it,

but even so…” She shrugged. “My hair is a wig too, kiddo. The same one you’re

wearing, in fact. I switched over a few weeks back, while you were still at school.

I had them specially made to resemble the hair I used to have. And then I got a

buzzcut,” she added, pacing behind me. “In fact, what I’ve got left up there looks

a lot like your hair. Which is only fair, I suppose.”

My own smile duplicated hers. “Twins,” I said, touching my jawline.

“Twins. Now let’s get you dressed, shall we?”

She’d bought us identical dresses for the party: pink A-lines, dotted with sequins,

with three-quarter sleeves, a V-neck and a zipper up the back. Mother was already

wearing hers. I was clad in lingerie identical to what she wore under the dress: the

same open-bottom corselette, the same stockings attached to the same garters, the

same pink slip brushing our thighs.

I stepped into my own pink party dress, turned around and lifted my hair. “It’s

official,” she murmured, zipping me up. “My little boy is all grown up.”

“Amazing what the right hormones can do.” I eyed myself in the mirror, then bent

to straighten my hem. “Two a day for six months and presto: no more shaving.”

“The electrolysis helped just a bit. A few more months and maybe we won’t have

to pad your bust so much. Or we could go the extra mile for implants.”
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“Where do I sign?” I shook an aerosol container of Elnett Satin and handed the

hairspray to her. “Spritz me,” I said. “Just enough to give us the same scent.” I had

already applied the Chantilly eau de parfum she was wearing—to throat, wrists

and behind the ears, just as she had—and earlier I’d showered with her regular

beauty bar. I felt a sweet mist descend on my hair. Even one of those detection

dogs at the airport wouldn’t be able to tell us apart.

Mom retrieved a pair of sleek black slingbacks from the closet, identical to the

ones she was wearing. “Thank god we’re the same size,” she said. “I told the

salesman I was buying an extra pair for my twin sister.”

“You weren’t lying.” I sat to strap the pumps to my nyloned feet.

“I suppose not.” She looked me over as I stood up. “Well, you certainly aren’t my

son anymore. You better start calling me ‘Darla’.”

I met her gaze. An understanding

passed between us: phase two

was underway. I was now

Daphne, her twin sister,

and we had damn well

better act accordingly.

In fact, it would be a

awfully good idea if 

got busy believing 

I truly was female,

because our lives

probably depend

on me ‘passing’.
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Darla opened a small jewelry box. “I got us matching sets,” she said, displaying

the contents: two crystal necklaces and two pairs of teardrop earrings, all of them

inset with a myriad of pink rhinestones.

“Good idea, sis. No way to tell us apart now. Details are the key.” I drew my hair

back and closed the clasp behind my neck, then dangled the earrings from my

pierced lobes while she did the same with hers.

“The final detail,” she said, handing me a black clutch identical to her own. “I got

you the same wallet, but whatever else goes in there is up to you.”

I felt a pang of disappointment that the duplication had to end there, but of course

it did. She had her own photo ID while mine was more generic; it had my name

and such, but a full legal identity as Daphne was still weeks away. It takes time to

falsify the necessary records. Even so, I could glimpse my destiny as Darla’s twin:

separated from my family at birth, raised by adoptive parents who were since

deceased, now reunited with my sister and living under the same roof.

And now for phase three: convincing the Prince and his entourage.

~

Darla rang for the carriage she’d booked days earlier. We traipsed out to meet it

giggling like a couple of schoolgirls. It wasn’t easy, but I fought to make myself

believe I’d been born and raised as a girl. The moment I set foot in public as a

woman my path was set in stone; backing out was no longer an option. I could

either fool the royal princeling into thinking I was Darla’s twin sister—or I could

book ahead for a date with the chopping block. Some choice.

The carriage was drawn by a magnificent pair of Hanoverian stallions, pure white

and taller at the shoulder than we were. The Prince’s stables had many such horses

and all of them were busy doing exactly what these were: conveying ladies such

as ourselves to the royal garden party. In accordance with princely fiat, females

were required to arrive by horse-drawn carriage.

The coachman hopped down to open the side door, bowing as he did so. “Ladies.

Welcome! Privileged I am to convey you to the castle.” He tipped his cap.

Two twenty-somethings were already inside the carriage: sisters with matching

outfits, but differing hair colors: one light brown with blonde highlights, the other

dirty blonde with brunette highlights. They stared at us in obvious awe.

“You guys are amazing,” one breathed. “I can barely tell you apart.” Her eyes

darted from side to side, giving her a panicky look.

“The twinniest twins,” the other sighed.
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“I told you we should’ve dyed our hair the same,” the first girl said. “How are we

ever gonna compete with that?” She waved a manicured hand at us.

“Nonsense,” Darla said, but her half-smile told me she was just being polite.

I matched her smile and made sure our legs were crossed the same way. “You both

look adorable,” I assured them.

Both girls looked stricken. “Omigod, they even sound the same!”

We clip-clopped placidly along streets lined with towering elms, passed by similar

vehicles that weren’t tethered to an equine powertrain. Men were allowed passage

in the Prince’s fleet of horseless carriages, powered by hydrogen fuel cells and

guided by onboard computer. Exactly why transport was organized this way had

never been explained—at least to me—but a lady such as myself is in no position

to argue with the laws of the land.

At the castle gate we waited in line twenty minutes for the carriages ahead of us to

be scanned. When it was our turn, we sat perfectly still, as instructed—curtailing

unnecessary movement—while the vehicle was probed by x-rays, and other sorts

of rays as well. No weaponry was permitted on the grounds, even so much as a

nail file. We’d also been warned to leave items like cell phones and credit cards at

home, lest they be damaged, while guests with pacemakers or other ephemera

were directed to a side gate and subjected to invasive manual search. The Prince

was not one to take chances with security.

After disembarking, we let the mismatched sisters forge ahead. Then we linked

arms and stepped through the Rosewood Gate into the Prince’s famed gardens.

Heads turned, I’m certain of that, although there must’ve been several hundred

people present, milling around the lawn, teacups in hand, many holding napkins

laden with pastries and tea sandwiches. The sisters headed straight for the buffet,

but we wanted none of that. We were here to win.

We plucked a pair of champagne flutes from a passing tray, then made our way to

a gazebo on higher ground. We knew guests were monitored by the prince’s staff,

via CCTV cameras hidden throughout the grounds, and they had been instructed

to notify the royal bachelor of any persons of interest. The way we had chosen to

present ourselves—two attractive women, the twinniest of twins, slightly younger

than the Prince—we were certain to be identified as being ‘of interest’ to His

Highness. All we had to do was make sure we’d been seen, and wait.

It didn’t take long. No more than fifteen minutes passed before the Prince glided

to the base of the gazebo on the back of a slow-moving skimmer. As he mounted

the steps, his smile grew. “Ladies! May I say, you look marvellous. I’ve not had

the pleasure, but I would most assuredly love to—at your convenience.”
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We introduced our sisterly selves, leaving out the part where Darla had given birth

to a son who happened to be me. “Delightful,” he murmured, beaming. His boyish

face and thicket of curly red hair made him easy to trust. We knew then and there

that the contest was over. Two weeks later we packed up, told our landlord to go

screw himself, and moved in with Prince Harry.

~

We were met at the front door by Helmut Bruhn, the Prince’s chief of security. He

escorted us up to the third floor, led us down a long corridor, and threw open a

door inlaid with gold leaf. “Welcome to your new home, ladies. Your belongings

will be brought up shortly.” He switched on the chandelier in the sitting room and

showed us the bedrooms, each with its own en-suite bathroom.

Darla looked unimpressed. “It’s lovely, of course, but… my sister and I are meant

to live here together? Not with the Prince?”

Helmut glanced up at the ceiling. “His Highness lives upstairs, on the fourth floor.

That level is off limits, I’m afraid. You’ll be summoned to his bedchamber when

the need arises.” He coughed discretely. “Other than that, you have the run of the

estate, including this floor and those below, the gardens—even the Forbidden

Forest. It isn’t actually forbidden, of course; that’s just a name. The Prince was a

massive Harry Potter fan in his youth.”

It didn’t take us long to settle in. We took dinner, in the first-floor dining room,

with the Prince that first evening and most subsequent evenings, sometimes joined

by others from the Prince’s social circle. Harry often entertained family and

friends from the old country, and noteworthy citizens from the town and nearby

Megabig City also came for afternoon socials or evening soirées. Beyond that, we

rarely saw the man to whom we were nominally betrothed.

A fortnight passed before my sister was summoned to Prince Harry’s bedchamber.

She winked at me on her way out, clad in a flowing silk nightgown and a hand-

painted kimono. I was dressed the same way, since we’d both been instructed to

prepare ourselves for a night with the Prince. I felt obscurely disrespected at being

left behind, even if Darla did deserve to be first—she being the elder sister, if

nothing else. I settled down with a dog-eared copy of The Goblet of Fire.

Helmut returned a few minutes later. “Madam, you are to accompany me to the

fourth floor for your date with the Prince.”

That was odd. “Isn’t Darla up there? What does he want? A threesome?”

Helmut grimaced. “Not exactly. Follow me, please.”
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The elevator delivered us to an ornate foyer, with faux Roman columns in each

corner. Helmut pointed to the corridor straight ahead. “My office is that way,” he

said, “along with much else pertaining to security. Don’t go down there.”

To the right was an oaken door inlaid with an elaborate carving of a heraldic crest:

a medieval knight’s helmet and shield, decorated with a golden lion waving its

claws amid stylized flames. It looked familiar. Helmut answered my unspoken

question. “That’s the Gryffindor house crest. It’s kind of a private joke.”

I touched the door, running my fingers over the deep incisions in the wood. “This

is where Prince Harry lives?”

Helmut nodded. “Your ‘sister’ is in there now.” He took my arm. “We’re going

this way.” A similar door stood on the opposite side of the foyer, but the crest was

different: a knightly helmet and shield, with a silver snake carved on a background

of stylized waves. Of course: Slytherin house. But why?

Helmut unlocked the door and ushered me inside. Two men stood to either side of

an inner gateway, only this door was built with iron bars.

“What is this? Am I to be imprisoned?” I pulled my kimono tighter.

Helmut grunted. “For a time. Only because we can’t let him out.” He drew me

aside. “I need to clue you in now, so you don’t get completely gobsmacked when

you get in there. First of all, we know who you really are.”

My jaw hit the floor, but surprise instantly gave way to fear. The guillotine felt

very near. I stammered out an apology.

“Pfft. Did you really think you could fool us? We’ve known since we scanned you

on the day of the garden festival. As luck would have it—” Helmut rolled his eyes.

“Your little secret gave you a rather decisive edge.”

My eyes widened. “You mean… he actually likes—?

Helmut shrugged. “Part of him does. He likes your overall look as well, and the

fact that your mother—pardon me, your ‘sister’—is female didn’t put him off

either. That’s why he chose her.” He jerked a thumb towards the foyer.

“But if Prince Harry is there, then who’s in here?” I stared past the bars into a dark

interior. From far away there came a glimmer of light.

“That would be Prince Henry.” His voice fell. “Think back a few years. The Flash

Booth was about to revolutionize transportation, right? Then all of a sudden it

vanished. ‘We’re working the bugs out’ they said.” He nodded at the barred door.

“Henry is one of those ‘bugs’. The biggest one, I’d say. One or two people did in

fact die, but they weren’t important. The Prince is important, and he’s in the public

eye. That’s the kind of bug you can’t sweep under the rug.”
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This was getting weirder by the minute. “I don’t understand.”

“Prince Harry was one of the first people through the Flash Booth, right after they

opened the New York terminus. He wanted to be the first man on Earth to ‘dial in’

to London. In the event, he was the first two men to accomplish that feat. The

transporter turned him into twins.” He sighed. “Hence his fascination with women

like yourself and your sister. Only one problem: they weren’t quite identical. They

came out looking the same, but…” He paused. “Are you familiar with the ‘Jekyll

and Hyde’ theory of human nature? It’s thought that all men have a good side and

a bad side. Well… Harry is the Prince’s good side. As for Henry in there? He’s the

bad side. And he really likes girls like you.”

~

The gate clicked shut behind me. Helmut remained on the far side, flanked by the

guards. “Henry’s expecting you,” he said. “He’s in his bedroom. Just follow the

light; you can’t miss it.”

I edged down the hallway, tottering on stiletto heels, then turned the corner. Light

gleamed from the base of a closed door. I was terrified. Helmut had assured me

that, bars notwithstanding, the man wasn’t a monster. He wasn’t likely to hurt me,

for the simple reason that the original Prince wasn’t a closet sadist or a would-be

psychopath who’d been repressing his murderous impulses for years. Henry was

basically the mischievous bad-boy twin who couldn’t understand that it isn’t okay

to walk all over people to get what you want—plus he was kinky as hell.

I tapped on the door. A muffled voice bade me enter. I took a deep breath and did

so. The Prince was lying on his bed, one leg propped up and the other hooked over

it. His red hair and grin were familiar. “Daphne!”

Relief burst through me. Clearly, this was Prince Harry—it had to be. He looked

exactly like the man I’d seen every day for the past two weeks. Helmut must have

lied. No doubt all this was a big joke to him.

“Lovely to meet you, my dear. Helmut told me all about you, of course. I must

say, you do look convincing. Terribly fetching as well. I look forward to finding

out how much of a woman you are—and how far you’re willing to go.”

I hesitated. If this was a prank, was the Prince behind it? If so, how far was he

planning to push it? Should I play along? I was torn—and needless to say, all this

tension played itself out on my face. It didn’t take a mind-reader.

“I still think of myself as Harry. But Helmut and everyone else insists on calling

me ‘Henry’. I suppose it’s easier for them, but it seems awfully unfair that my

wussy brother gets to keep our name—and that he’s free as a bird.”
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“So, uhm… is it true?” I croaked. “What Helmut said? A glitch in the transporter

turned you into two different people?”

“Indeed it is. That’s why my former wife left me—or us, rather—about a year ago.

Turns out that having your husband split into his good and bad halves is a huge

turn-off. She couldn’t stand to be around either of us.”

I’d heard about the royal divorce, but the press never mentioned why. I suppose

the truth was just too bizarre. I expressed my sorrow for his loss.

“It’s her loss, really. Who wouldn’t want two husbands? One for when you’re all

nice and ladylike, one for when you feel like being bad.” He swung his legs off the

bed. “That’s you, isn’t it? You’re the bad girl.” He chuckled. “In my books, there’s

nothing ‘badder’ than a guy who dresses up like his mother—and that’s a good

thing.” He took my hand and drew me onto the bed with him.

The kiss was nice. I’m not exactly gay, but by this time I’d spent so much time as

a woman I was starting to react like one. Henry had the Prince’s boyish good

looks and a nice smile, which made the girl in me feel safe.

“Sweet,” he murmured. “Now let’s have some fun.” He reached into the drawer of

his bedside table, broke open a sealed plastic bag and presented me with a bright

red rubber-ball gag. “Brand new,” he said. “Open wide.”

What choice did I have? I was the prince’s consort and he was the prince—one of

them, at least. He settled the ball behind my teeth and drew the buckle tight to the

back of my head. I blinked at him, unsure of where this was going.

“I’ve been meaning to ask,” he said, rummaging through the drawer. “What made

you think to disguise yourself as your mother in the first place?” I ‘Mmm’-ed and

shrugged. He returned with a long metal bar with a leather cuff attached to each

end. “Oh right, you can’t talk,” he said, chuckling. “Let me guess. Something to

do with you not having much money and me being rich.”

My heart skipped a few beats. He was on to us! Darla was so going to kill me.

He must’ve seen my face. “Don’t worry,” he said. “We rich folks expect that sort

of thing from the proletariat. If you can’t be with the one you love, love the one

you’re with—or make love, if nothing else. Are you wearing panties?” I nodded.

“Remove them.” I did so, and he wrapped the cuffs around my ankles, securing

each with a tight buckle. The aluminium tube pushed my legs apart.

He drew me to my feet, then gazed down upon me. A tender expression crossed

his face. He lifted my hand to his lips. “I have been too long without feminine

championship. You are a gift from God, my dear.” He ran his fingers through my

hair, then spun me around and bound my wrists with a pair of leather handcuffs.
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That’s when I started to worry. He shuffled me to the far side of the room, where a

rope dangled from the ceiling. The knot at the end held a heavy-duty steel snap-

hook, which latched onto my cuffs. The rope, I noticed, ran through an eye bolt in

the roof and into a small winch mounted on the wall behind me.

“It’s a basic setup,” Henry said. “We can get into the more elaborate stuff at a later

date—when you’re ready.” He worked the ratchet and the rope tightened. My

breath caught as my arms tugged upward, but the winch stopped before it became

painful. Even so, with my arms raised and my legs spread, I was helpless.

Henry stroked my back. “You have no idea how liberating it is—being free of my

goody two-shoes brother. Truth be told, I’ve always wanted to mess around with

this naughty stuff but I never had the guts. ‘It’s wrong to treat women like this.’

That’s really what I thought!” He laughed. “You aren’t a real woman, although the

same principle would apply. But after the Flash Booth I realized what a wuss I’d

been. Nothing wrong with a little bondage between friends, amirite?”

He stepped away for a moment. Reflected in the mirrored closet door, I could see

him remove his sweatpants and anoint himself in the nether regions—likely with

lubricant. “I got an idea. Let’s say that you are the damsel in distress and I’m the

guy who’s gonna save you from the train—but in a very special way.”

I felt my nightgown lifted from the back and draped across my hips. By that time,

you’d have to be an idiot not to know where this was going.

“To be more specific: let’s say you’re Hermione and I’m Harry Potter.” He poked

his head into view. He was now wearing a pair of round steel-rimmed spectacles.

“I know what you’re thinking: if Prince Harry the Good was P-P-Potter, shouldn’t

I be Malfoy? Or even You-Know-Who?”

I rolled my eyes. This was getting way too strange.

“I thought about it,” Henry mused. “But I came to the conclusion: it isn’t fair to

think of me as ‘evil’, per se. Harry and Helmut are wrong about that. I’m not

actually bad; it’s not like you’re getting hurt or anything. Trust me, this is gonna

be sweet for both of us.” He pressed himself against my backside.

“The way I see it, the accident didn’t separate us into ‘good’ and ‘bad’; it’s more

like ‘fun’ and ‘dull as dishwater’. Or ‘mischievous’ and ‘way too serious’. Either

way, except for being stuck in here, I got the better part of the deal.” I felt him

finger the prosthetic vagina I was wearing. “Well, whaddya know, you really are a

dude. Who’d have thought?”

I gasped when he pushed himself inside me—and that was but the beginning of

the longest night of my life. Although, it must be said, the indignities to which I

was subjected were not without their pleasures. I might’ve even enjoyed myself.
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~

Darla was fresh from the shower when I staggered back to our suite around eight

o’clock the next morning. “My, look what the cat dragged in,” she said, eyeing me

with obvious surprise. “Where have you been?”

“There are two of him,” I said, collapsing on the settee.

“Two of who?” She sat next to me. We didn’t look much like twins.

“Prince Harry! Only they call the other guy Henry and he’s the bad one. Or maybe

just playful, it’s hard to tell.” I explained about the transporter accident. “I don’t

know if it’s him being ‘evil’ or what, but christ—the guy is insatiable! He must’ve

done me five or six times, in more ways than I care to remember.”

Darla pursed her lips. “Well, well… that explains a lot.” She lounged back and

sighed. “Harry was the perfect gentleman. He served me a lovely Bordeaux and

then spent two solid hours reading from the Big Red Book of Romantic Poetry:

Shelley, Keats, Wordsworth… I lost count. When we finally hit the sheets, he had

trouble getting it up and he lasted all of thirty seconds—if that.”

“I feel your pain,” I muttered, pawing at my frowzled wig.

“I’m just saying—I could’ve done with less chivalry and more of the bad-ass you

were with. Frankly, I was bored.” She took my hand. “Was it really that awful?”

I heaved a sigh. “Well, it wasn’t boring, that’s for sure.”

Three Years Later…

One day, after I’d been penetrated more than a thousand times—in every position

known to Man and several devised by Henry himself—Helmut came to our suite

to announce an impromptu field trip. “The Prince commands your presence for an

important event, to take place in New York City two days hence. The Flash Booth,

it would seem, is back online.”

I was skeptical. “You mean it’s been fixed? No more twinsies?”

“Indeed. The scientists who invented the device have addressed those issues.”

My sister struck a similar stance. “They’ve tested it then?”

“On animals, yes. It would be unethical to ‘twin’ a person simply to demonstrate

that the reversal process truly works…” Helmut shrugged. “I’m not saying they

didn’t do that, but it would certainly be ethically lacking.”

Darla raised her hands. “Hang on. Are you saying they’re gonna cure Harry? As

in, turn him back into one person? Can they do that?”

“So I’m told. I believe we are to witness what is termed ‘the acid test’.”
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On the trip to New York, it quickly became obvious why the two princes had been

given separate quarters. They argued constantly, about everything one could

imagine: who was more like the original, which one would be ‘in charge’ once

they were back together—even which Hogwarts House was best. Darla and I kept

to ourselves and privately hoped that the whole would be considerably better than

the sum of his parts.

On the day, we were escorted to a gleaming laboratory on the grounds of Cornell

University. It was just us: Harry and Henry, Darla and myself, Helmut and a team

of scientists and engineers whose names escape me. The Prince’s ‘re-integration’

was not open to the press; that would come later, when the unified Prince would

once more attempt a transatlantic crossing. My sister and I were scheduled to

accompany him on his trip to London. That, to say the least, made me nervous.

The last thing we needed was four of us girls running around trying to book face

time with the prince of their choice. Or would there be four princes by then?

Three rectangular boxes sat on a raised dais in the center of the room, surrounded

by mounds of equipment. Unlike a commercial Flash Booth, which resembled a

super-sized phone booth and could handle four people at a time, these were single-

person transporters. For me, the unfortunate aspect was that the transportee had to

lie down instead of standing, which more than anything else made the boxes look

like coffins. Hopefully this wasn’t a misguided attempt to save time and money, in

the event the experiment failed to work.

Harry and Henry were escorted to the pair of coff—pardon me, transport boxes—

on the left side of the dais. To the right was the target box, from which the singular

Prince would soon arise. I half expected a man wearing a black cape and top hat to

sweep onto the stage and perform a magic trick, but that didn’t happen. What did

happen, once the boxes were sealed, was at least fifteen minutes of system checks.

Eventually, someone shouted “Ready!” and “We’re go!” He then pressed a button,

an electrical crackle filled the air and the lights flickered. Everything stopped.

More system checks followed. At length, a pair of technicians released the clamps

on the right-hand box and helped the Prince sit up. He was alive!

Prince Harry was flushed and breathing hard, but he gave us a double thumbs-up.

A doctor listened to his heart with a stethoscope and checked him over in other

ways. Minutes later he was allowed to stand. I noticed he was wearing the same

suit his other selves had worn—perhaps to make it a bit easier on the machine.

I threw a coy glance at my sister. She was dressed exactly the same as I was: an

emerald green midi dress, beige open-toe pumps and a chain necklace studded

with a multitude of emeralds. Now that the Prince was whole again, I mused, she

was bound to be out of luck. I was the sort of girl he liked.
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Prince Harry stepped off the dais and approached our seats. Helmut leapt up to

greet him. “My liege, you are yourself again! By God, this is a fine day!”

“Thank you, my friend. It is as though the clouds have parted and the sun shines

once more.” The two gripped forearms. Harry looked over at us and winked. “I

must rest,” he said, addressing Helmut. “Continue with the plan.” Then he left.

Helmut stood over us, hands on his hips. “Ladies, the Prince has asked me to

explain to you the consequences of his changed circumstances. Now that he is but

one man, and is on the cusp of reclaiming his standing in high society, the simple

fact is that he can have but one consort—a consort, moreover, that he fully intends

to wed in the not too distant future.”

Darla nodded crisply, ignoring me. “Of course. And as we know, his bride must be

female. My son—” She rolled her eyes. “—will revert to his former self. Don’t

worry, dear,” she added, patting my knee. “You’ll be well looked-after. Perhaps

we can find you a nice mannish debutante to be your mistress.”

I waved a finger in her face. “Oh, no! I know what he really wants, and it’s a girl

with a little something extra—like me! You can find yourself some other prince or

duke who’s into Romantic poetry and stuff.”

Helmut spread his hands. “Ladies, please! Calm yourselves. You are quite correct

that the Prince’s consort must be female. Were this not so, the press would soon

ferret out the truth. He assures me that both of you have gained his favor during

your time together. Fortunately for all of us, a method has been devised such that

he need not choose between you.”

I felt a sting on the side of my neck. My breathing quickened, but when I tried to

raise my hand to rub the irritation I found I was unable to move. Out of the corner

of my eye I could see Darla struggling the same way.

“The process used on the Prince can be applied to any two people. Given that you

yourselves are ‘twins’, it should be a piece of cake.” He grinned. “I know what

you’re thinking,” he said, pointing at me. “You aren’t twins and you yourself

aren’t even female. The scientists tell me that won’t matter. Of course, the proof is

in the pudding, so we’ll see.”

Two technicians lifted Darla and placed her in one of the boxes. Dammit, the

things were coffins after all! They returned to settle me into the second box. I tried

to resist, but paralysis gripped me like a vise. I could barely breathe.

The lid was closed, leaving me in darkness. Long minutes passed. Then a fierce

jolt of electricity shot through my body—and this time, instead of the lights, it was

me that flickered. My consciousness sank into… duuuust… and desoluuuution…

Could this be what it felt like to diiiiiissolvvvvve—
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When I awoke, relief gushed

through me. I was still myself! 

Whatever the Prince’s plan, 

it clearly hadn’t worked.

The attendants lifted me

from the transporter box.

I noticed I was now on

the opposite side of the

dais. That could mean

only one thing: there

was but one of us left.

No more twinsies.

However, there were

some differences. My

hair, which had been

a wig, was now my

own. I was also a

complete woman.

That was a big

change… or was

it? Hadn’t I been

female all along?

The doctor who told

me I was in perfect 

health mentioned that 

my biological age was 

twenty-five, which

was much younger…

Or was it? Wasn’t I that 

age on my last birthday?

Confusing, to say the least. The next day, after making love with Harry in one of

London’s swankiest hotels, I lay in our king-sized bed and gave it some thought.

I could recall being my mother… but I also remembered being my son. That’s not

as strange as it sounds. I felt—I knew—that I was a woman who had given birth to

a boy twenty-some years before, and I reflected on how I’d raised the little tyke on

my own after my husband’s untimely passing. I was a woman, in mind and body,

whose youth had been magically restored.
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Yet at the same time I was also a young man, raised by a single mother, who had

been miraculously transformed into a woman. Now, there’s nothing unusual about

being raised by one’s mother, or about giving birth to one’s child. What I found

difficult to wrap my head around was being both the mother who raised the child

and the child raised by the mother. My life had been turned into a Möbius strip:

twisted around and joined top to bottom. Domineering Darla and her effeminate

son Philip were now one and the same—and once I grasped that simple, yet mind-

boggling fact I knew I could no longer continue being either one.

In time, I settled on the name Katerina. I also went into therapy. Helmut found me

a German psychologist fresh from the old country, who fit the stereotype defined

by Freud: an older man with a long face and a neatly trimmed white beard. Doctor

Sigmund was certain that my problem lay with an unresolved Oedipus complex.

Go figure. What else would you expect him to say?

“My dear,” he said, “being both zee mater and zee son, you are in zee enfiable

position of being able to resolfe zis conflict. As zee son, you must admit to hafing

a perferse interest in der mater, vile at zee same time you must admit your vaults

as zee mother. Only in zis way can you achiefe a zound psychological state.”

Perverse interest? That was a bit much. I surely looked up to my mother, admiring

her strength and her beauty, but that’s as far as it went. But perhaps a son wanting

to be too much like his mother was also a bit ‘out there’.

None of this really helped me—at first. I thought about the expectations I had put

on my son, and how unrealistic they were, and how disappointed I’d been. There

was no denying it: I used his failings to coerce him into becoming my sister. But

in my defense, for us it was the only way to avoid abject poverty. My former job

in customer service had been outsourced, and Philip had repeatedly failed to find

work after leaving college. The job market is nothing if not tough. But at the same

time, I resented my mother for making me feel horribly inadequate.

Hence, therapy made me hate myself in two different ways. Terrific. But a few

months of bi-weekly sessions got me past all that. As I explained to my husband

on our honeymoon in the Bavarian Alps, “For all her faults, my mother loved me.

I didn’t recognize that before, but now I do. And poor Philip was doing the best he

could. It’s not his fault he wanted to be more like me.”

“Now he’s exactly like her,” Harry observed. “And she has become more like him,

in that she can now admire and love herself—as indeed do I.” He took me into his

arms. His kiss was sweetness itself, as was the love-making that followed.

Truly, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. That’s as true for me as it is

for the Prince. I suspect Freud would have approved.  �
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